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Sequenced Oral Presentations 
Another way to help learners gain communicative 
confidence is to give them something motivating (and non-

threatening) to talk about! They can also discuss it in pairs before presenting it 
as a team to a larger group.   

STEP 1.  Find or create Sequenced Steps of Instructions—in pictures + 
words. Steps should be clearly separated. Especially if they’re not numbered, 
their “time order” should be clear not only from the verbiage but also from 
connecting words, adverb clauses, pronoun usage, visual cues, etc. Two sample 
procedures follow.  

STEP 2.  Keeping the original step sequences intact to serve as “Answer 
Keys,” make copies of each. If a series consists of visuals        in frames, with or 
without captions, cut them apart. If it contains  words only, make separate steps 
into “Sentence Strips.” Mix up the frames/strips from each sequence and keep 
them together.    

STEP 3. Each pair or small group receives a set of instruction frames/
strips for a different activity. Verbalizing their reasoning, they arrange the 
cards/papers into logical order. They can check   their choices with the “Key”—
the original (intact) action sequence. Together, they prepare to “present” the 
steps to the whole class.

      STEP 4. There are several ways for pairs or small groups to “present” 
their material in turn. [a] One speaker can describe the first half or third of 
the sequence, and the other(s) can finish it. [b] Or as one person tells the 
audience what to do, the other(s) can pantomime the steps, perhaps using props 
or pictures on a screen. [c] Or one speaker can “teach” the whole sequence, and 
the other(s) can review or summarize it.

STEP 6. Finally, with help from speakers, listeners from the audience 
reconstruct what they just heard. As they hear each step in their sequence, 
presenters might write key words on a board and/or demonstrate the action.  
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How to Predict Your 
Romantic Future 

On Halloween, there 
are several ways to 
find out about your 
future love life.  

First, collect some fall 
harvest foods—like 
nuts and apples. 

HALLOWEEN Sequenced Action Series 

How to Predict Your Romantic Future 

Next, use an apple to predict 
your romantic 
future. Peel the 
apple in as long a 
strip as possible.  

Close your eyes. 
Swing the apple 
peel three times. 
Throw it over your 
left shoulder.  

For the first fortune-telling 
activity, take a pair of walnuts (in 
their shells). Give the first walnut 
your name. Name the other 
walnut after the “love of your 
life.”  

The second step in foretelling 
the future with a pair of 
walnuts is to put on the fire.                   
If they burn to ashes together, 
the couple 
with those 
names will 
have a 
happy life 
together. 

But what’s this? The walnuts 
have sprung apart in the fire? 
Then the couple will fight and 
separate. They will go their 
separate ways in life.  

Did the apple peel break?  
Then maybe you will have no 
future love life at all.  

But if the peeling forms a letter 
of the alphabet, it’s the first 
initial of your future 
husband’s or wife’s 
name. 

Romy Julie 

Romy Julie 

Will you marry a guy named

Gary? Or a gal named Gabriella?
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How to Make       

a  Jack-o-Lantern 

You can make a Halloween 
jack-o-lantern out of a big 
pumpkin. Buy or 

pick a round

orange one with a  

flat bottom.  

HALLOWEEN  Sequenced Action Series 2 

How to Make a Jack-o-Lantern 

Draw a face on the pumpkin. The 

simplest face has two triangular 

eyes, a nose, and a smiling mouth.  

Straight lines are easier to carve 

than curved ones, but use your 

imagination!  

Cut on the lines. 

Take  out the 

pieces.  

Before carving the pumpkin, you 

have to empty it. Draw a large 

circle around the stem. Carefully, 

cut through the pumpkin on the 

circle line. Pull on the stem to 

remove the 

top of the 

pumpkin. Set 

the top aside 

Through the opening in the top, 

take the seeds and other insides 

out of the pumpkin. 

If you want to, you can make a 

snack out of 

the pumpkin 

seeds. Just 

clean and 

roast them.     

Finally, put a candle in the 

pumpkin. At night, you can light the 

candle. The candlelight will shine 

through the pumpkin’s face.  

Now you have a 

spooky jack-o-

lantern. Enjoy it, 

but be careful not 

to start a fire!

            You will need a sharp knife to slice 

easily through the thick pumpkin. 
To start work, spread newspaper 
     out on a table. Put the pumpkin on

  the newspaper,  flat side down.
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More Speaking Activities 
Cooperative/competitive oral language games help 
reduce self-consciousness because players can 

focus on their objectives. Here are a few more ideas:   

ACTIVITY 1 = ”CHARADES.”  Create identical decks of 10 to 20  
holiday word and/or picture cards each. Each should display a different 
holiday image or activity. Some examples for Halloween are asking for 
treats at the door of a house, making candied apples, making a mummy 
costume, getting sick from too much candy, carving a pumpkin, seeing a 
ghost, entering a haunted house, flying on a broomstick across the 
moon, making and stirring  a magic brew,  etc. Each team gets an 
identical deck.    At a signal, each group leader pantomimes the meaning 
of the words on the first card for the group. As soon as the concept is 
identified, the leader acts out the next word, and so on through the 
deck. The first group to finish all the pantomime cards wins.   

Alternatively, the cards can be dealt out to all members, who 
pantomime their meanings for the group in turn. As soon as an idea is 
guessed, play proceeds to the next “actor.” When time is called, the 
group with the most correct guesses is the winner.  

ACTIVITY 2—”PROGRESSIVE STORY TELLING.”  Each group gets  the 
beginning of a special-occasion story. Possibilities for Halloween include 
“It was a dark and spooky night at a haunted house” or “On Halloween 
night, a strange and eerie howling noise came from the cemetery.”  
Participants create a composite 
“ghost story.” The first person reads aloud the story  beginning and 
“sets the scene.”  The next adds a few important details—or begins the 
action. Everyone else in turn continues the narrative, adding at least 
one significant event or piece of info.  When time is called, the groups 
reorganize. Everyone joins a group  with participants from other 
groups. In turn, they retell the story their group created—at least 
parts that made sense.  
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ACTIVITY 3 = ”HOLIDAY HUMOR.”  Before every major occasion or 
celebration in the U.S.  many of the jokes of one-frame cartoons, 
comic strips, and anecdotes in local newspapers or online are based on 
seasonal culture or customs. In the weeks before a holiday, collect 
related humor. Paste up these items to enlarge, put on overhead 
transparencies, and/or to duplicate for one-time educational use. For 
each piece of holiday humor, help learners discuss the answers to 
these questions: 

» What happens in the scene or story?  (Learners describe what
they see in the pictures and/or read aloud characters’ words
enclosed in speech or thought balloons or quotation marks.)

» What’s the point of the joke or the humor? Why is this item
funny?  (If learners aren’t amused, find out why.)

» What can we learn about holiday culture, practices, customs,
or attitudes from this item?

ACTIVITY 4—”HOLIDAY HEADLINES.”  Not only the humor that 
appears in newspapers and magazines and on the Internet, but also 
news items reflect the spirit and culture of a holiday season. Before a 
major celebration, collect articles associated with it  from available 
sources. Noticing or marking whether each item         is for a true piece 
of news or a made-up “urban legend” or rumor, copy the headlines and 
sub-headlines. Also, (have learners) create—some “bogus headlines,” 
making sure that they sound just as real or (un) believable as the 
authentic ones you copied. Type them all up in a numbered list for 
duplication or projection onto a screen, or paste up or print each 
headline separately.  

Participants read aloud each headline in turn. As soon as everyone 
understands its meaning, they discuss whether 
it sounds plausible (real) or invented—and why. After 
revealing whether each is truth, myth, or just a creative 
bit of nonsense, discuss the holiday spirit or culture exemplified by the 
event or story—and others like it.   
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